First patient with trisomy 21 accompanied by an additional der(4)(:p11 --> q11:) plus partial uniparental disomy 4p15-16.
We report on a rare additional numerical chromosomal aberration in a child with Down syndrome due to free trisomy 21. The karyotype showed 48,XY,+21,+mar after GTG banding, with the marker present in 80% of cells. The supernumerary marker chromosome (SMC) was as small as approximately one-third of 18p, and with the recently developed centromere-specific multi-color fluorescence in situ hybridization (cenM-FISH) technique, it was shown that the SMC was a derivative chromosome 4. The SMC was not specifically stained by arm-specific probes for chromosome 4; thus, it has been described as der(4)(:p11 --> q11:). Microsatellite analysis resulted in a partial maternal uniparental isodisomy (UPD) for chromosome 4p15-16 and a maternal origin for two chromosomes 21. Until now only two similar cases have been described in the literature, but without clarifying the origin of the SMC and without looking for an additional UPD. This is the only reported case of a UPD 4p in a liveborn child.